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ABOUT THE SPEAKER 
 

Reverend Sam ADEYEMI is the Senior Pastor, Daystar Christian Centre. 

He is also the President of Success Power International, an NGO that among others things 

specializes in Organizing Financial, Leadership and Motivational Seminars and is President of 

Daystar Leadership Academy, a leadership School for Business Owners and Ministers of the 

Gospel. 
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PART 1 
 

The Law of Magnetism works with Human Being - We have the capacity to Attract, we have the 

capacity to Repel. 

 

It is remarkable how People would be tired of Poverty but would repel Prosperity because they do 

not realize that they are Magnets. 

 

You know it is Negative but they are inside Poverty but they want to attract Prosperity - Makes it 

a frustrating experience.  

 

And then what makes it more frustrating is when you see how easy it is for someone or other 

People to Prosper; then it all seems like life is not fair. 

 

Well, some other People thinks that things aren't working.  

 

When you understand the "Principle of Success" and you applied them; you will discovered that 

you have the capacity to create your own luck. 

 

You create your own Success through Obedience, through Alignment to the Principles that create 

Success. 

 

You and I are "Living Magnets" - We have the Power to attract and we have the Power to repel. 

 

We have tried to identified the Properties inside of us that give us this capacity to attract and to 

repel. And we have also identified our Thoughts and our Emotions. 

 

Your Thoughts are Powerful Ultimately! 

 

You attract the Material equivalent of Physical equivalent of your Most Dominant Thoughts.  
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By altering your Thoughts; you can alter you life.  

 

By changing your Thinking; you can change your life.  

 

... You just change your capacity to attract.  

 

It is remarkable! 

 

Once you understand this Principle; then there is something you do for a lifetime by Putting more 

Power in your Magnet. 

 

We identified the Need for us to read, listen to Audio Programs, watch Video Programs, attend 

Seminars, watch your Associations and to have Mentors.  

 

That's it! 

 

You do these things consistently for the rest of your life, you will add more Magnet to your Power 

everyday for the rest of your life and it means that everyday will not leave you the way it met you. 

 

Your life will get better and better. You will rise higher and higher. 

 

You know some People are afraid that they can't go up and then come down, that they can't 

Progress and then regress, that they can't go Forward and then come backward because they have 

seen other People's example. 

 

But I say to you when your life is built on Principles; things don't Change Permanently on the 

Negative for you like that because Principles never Change. 

 

Principles never change, so your Success never change - You rise you are not coming down! 
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This is the lesson I have learnt thinking about us as Magnet! 

 

What you don't have the Power to attract you don't have the Power to retain. 

 

That is the challenge there! 

 

That you don't even have the Power to attract it in the first place, it only happens by chance - That 

object is close to you.  

 

The likelihood there is that - You won't be able to keep it or to retain it.  

 

1. You get the Promotion that you have no capacity to handle, it means you may not be able to 

keep it for a long time. 

 

2. You came across Money that you don't have the capacity to manage or handle, it means when 

that money is gone as you don't have the capacity to reproduce it.  

 

But you see, if you put more Power in your Magnet; when the object is removed, you have the 

Power to attract another one if not the same one. 

 

So, this Principle helps us to build "Sustainable Success" for a long time. 

 

You and I are "Living Magnets" - We have the capacity to attract People, to attract Opportunities, 

to attract Material Resources, to attract Financial Resources. 

 

This is one of the illustrations that I gave to People sometimes and they find it humorous. 

 

I tell them imagine: Angel just fly into the room and touched my head and then there is light all 

around me for like two (2) or three (3) minutes and then it's all gone.  
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Suddenly, I have changed into the Head of the United States or the Prime Minister of the United 

kingdom or I have become the President of my Country or your Country. 

 

I ask: Will your attitude towards it change? 

 

Yes - And  then I tell them imagine: Whenever the President of the United State disappeared and 

then they are searching for him and then find out where he is.  

 

What do you think will happened if they get to know where he is? 

 

And I tell you that in everything that you normally found around in; the Airforce Protocol will 

begin to move in the direction where they knew he is now.  

 

And I say that to illustrate one (1) thing that - The Human Being is the Magnet to attract everything 

else. 

 

1. Also, if you change your Thinking, your circumstances will change. 

 

2. If you change, People's attitude towards you will change. 

 

3. If you change Opportunities will show up for you. 

 

4. If you change Resources will move in your direction. 

 

I know that the illustration I gave is simplistic and it doesn't happened like that in the real life.  

 

However, there is a consolation in one fact the President of the United States or the Prime Minister 

of the United kingdom or the President of your Country were not born the way they are - They 

became like that. 
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I think one of the greatest thing we Human Being should be happy about is the fact that we have 

the capacity to Change. 

 

When we grow and we change, we will attract the Resources, Human Materials and Financial 

Materials like we have never attracted before. 

 

Change your Thinking! 

 

Changing your Thinking is going to be a fight, it is going to be warfare but listen to me when you 

win inside - You will win inside and outside. You breakthrough on the inside you breakthrough 

on the outside. 

 

Now, one of the very important things you can do to change your Thinking is for you to learn to 

Set Goals with Deadlines. 

 

This is very important! 

 

Set Goals - That higher level. Set a Goal for it and give it a Deadline. 

 

You know why I'm saying this is because there is a way the Human Systems are designed to work 

and it responds to Goals and Deadlines.  

 

The Human Systems respond to definiteness of Purpose. 

 

Someone said: Nothing becomes Dynamic until it become Specific. 

 

There is Power in Defining, in Specification, in Quantifying. 

 

It is not enough to say: I want more money - When you say how much; your Systems works better 

than to just say I want more money.  
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When you now give a Deadline, for example, you say I need ten thousand dollars ($10,000), then 

you give it a Deadline in seven (7) days; your Systems opens up like a radar.  

 

You see: You don't have all the Answers, you don't have all the Solutions but God will transmit 

answers to us. 

 

Your Systems opens up to pick up "Creative Ideas"; "Innovative Ideas" by Intuition. 

 

Even if your mind kicks against it, begin to arrange and rearrange the information and the 

Knowledge you have stored before to create a Solution. 

 

I always tell People of a Profound Solution which I read in a book titled: "Think And Grow Rich" 

by Napoleon Hill.  

 

One Reverend father was bothered about the state of Education in Illinois in the United States of 

America.  

 

He made up his mind that he is going to build a School. 

 

For two (2) years; he was saying it - If I had a Million dollars ($1,000,000); I would build a School.  

 

One (1) day the question just came to him: "When am I going to get the Million dollars 

($1,000,000)"? 

 

And somehow he made up his mind in the next two (2) weeks, I will find a way to raise this money.  

 

He said it was like everything was waiting for him. 

 

He made up his mind because that instant his Systems opened up - Ideas begin to come up to him.  
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Then he got this interested idea to meet someone.  

 

So, he sent a note to the Editor of the Newspaper in a City to Preach a Sermon on a Saturday. 

 

Now, his experience came on Friday.  

 

He had the noticed on the Newspaper first on Saturday.  

 

On Sunday, he went to the Church; Preached that Sermon: "What I would do if I had a Million 

dollars ($1,000,000)"? 

 

The moment he finished that Sermon and sat down; a man stood up from the back of the seat with 

his hands on his head and said sir: I believed you would do what you said you would do if you had 

a Million dollars ($1,000,000)? 

 

This is my Business Card - if you would not mind Reverend coming to my Office on Monday - I 

will give you a cheque of one Million dollars ($1,000,000).  

 

My name is Philip D. Hammond.  

 

Wao!!! - Friday he made up his mind and gave it a deadline. The ideas began to come. 

 

Monday he got a cheque of one Million dollars ($1,000,000).  

 

He built the School, he named it Philip D. Hammond Institute of Technology.  

 

Today, it is known as Illinois Institute of Technology! 

 

Remarkable!  
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Who was it that Changed everything? - The Deadline! 

 

And do you know that I have done that countless of times.  

 

In the last twenty (20) years; I set a target (Financial Targets) - I gives it a Deadline (An amount 

of money you know that I don't have access to). 

 

I remembered the first time I took a Cheque; wrote my name on it and the Deadline was one (1) 

year.  

 

Oh my God!!  

 

You know why I will come on Television and be teaching these Principles all over the world? 

 

The truth of the word is that I have Practised them with results to show for them. 

 

One (1) year I wrote the cheque; I stacked it in my bedroom in a diary and thereafter every incomes 

that comes to me was exactly the same money I wrote on the Cheque. 

 

I do not have to tell you I have written several Cheques there after because it works. 
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PART 2 
 

How easy it is for you to see yourself in Possession of five million dollars ($5,000,000)? 

 

Right now, can you see yourself holding five million dollars ($5,000,000)? 

 

I mean for some People; it will literarily overwhelm them. 

 

But that is the big issues because that is where the hard work is. 

 

How do I get myself into that State? How do I get myself into that Position?  

 

I have been thinking of thousands - How do I now begin to think of Millions and thinking millions 

will be normal to me? 

 

That is where your hard work is: Your "Belief System"; your "Sense of Identity".  

 

How do I change who I think I am? 

 

... Those are the Big Questions! 

 

You see some People have classified themselves as the "Poor People"; they have classified 

themselves as the Masses; they have classified themselves as the "Common Man". 

 

Everyone has the Right to think what they want to think. Everyone has the Right to choose where 

they want to be in the Society. 

 

But I'm saying this: What your believe is what you become! 
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Your "Sense of Identity" is so Powerful; your "Self Image" is so Powerful - That is the Picture that 

you hold of yourself on the inside. 

 

Some People allow circumstances to shape their thinking - And circumstances are Powerful, they 

can shape our thinking. 

 

But if those circumstances are negative they will shape you Negatively.  

 

Negative circumstances has the Capacity to do the following to you: 

 

1. It will make you believe you are Poor. 

 

2. It will make you believe you are a Failure. 

 

3. It will make you believe you are a Victim. 

 

Now, once you see yourself that way, once that is what you believe, your Magnet kicks in - It 

attracts the Material equivalent of your thoughts. 

 

If you live in the third (3rd) world, chances are that you could have been born into a Poor family.  

 

When you grow up from what you hear, from what you see and from the environment. Once you 

are Programmed to believe you are Poor, if you carry that over into Adulthood, you attract Poverty 

into your life. 

 

How do I break that cycle? How do I break my thinking habit? - This is one of the most important 

thing you can do to change your life. 

 

I will tell you one thing that I do when I was a student - I didn't even have enough pocket money 

to get what we buy in those days. I didn't have all the kinds of clothes that I wanted to have on. 

But I remembered clearly that I wrote on my notebook: "A Million Naira in Training".  
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... And that was the Picture I choose of myself. 

 

Today, we are discussing how to transform your life by transforming your thinking. 

 

Because when you change your thinking, you put more Power in your Magnet. 

 

When opportunities show up, if they are too big for your "Sense of Identity"; you would repel 

them. 

 

That's what I mean! 

 

When the opportunity for making millions show up, if you do not have the Mindset of a Millionaire 

- if you have the Mindset of a Poor Person, I'm telling you you will repel those opportunities for 

making millions. 

 

Why? - They will stress you out.  

 

They will put you under Pressure - You will find it difficult to cope with them; you will be 

uncomfortable having those ideas hanging around you in your mind. 

 

Life is easy. It can be simple if you follow some Principles.  

 

Until it is inside, it is very difficult for you to get it on the Outside. 

 

So, to change your thought or to change your thinking, I recommend the following: 

 

1. Read books. 

 

Read books written by People who have succeeded where you are just about to begin to thrive. 
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It will expand your mind. It will expand your frying pan - I have done it and it is Phenomena.  

 

When I didn't have anything I began to rob minds with some of the best minds around the world. 

 

Some People have done research; they have interviewed Wealthy People - Tens of them, hundreds 

of them. And then they put the results in books. 

 

What you Paid for a book is not the "Real Value" of the book.  

 

No one can really quantify the Value of other People's experience they sometimes Put in their 

books. 

 

What you Pay for is just the ink and the Paper. 

 

Now, books has the tendency to do the following in your life: 

 

1. It can revolutionize your life. 

 

2. It can break down the barrier in your thinking. 

 

3. It can remove the limitations on your mind. 

 

4. It can take you into a New World. 

 

5. Books can reintroduced you to yourself. 

 

6. It can help you to discover who you are. 
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7. It can help you to discover your Potentials. 

 

Sometimes, you read the book and something inside you is telling you you can do it too. 

 

Sometimes you read the book and you are thinking that is me - I can do exactly that. 

 

Several years ago someone loan me a book.  

 

I mean I was just a fresh Graduate and somebody loan me a book titled: "Fourth dimension" by 

Pastor Yonggi Cho, of the largest Single Congregation in the world with Presently about a Million 

Members with just one (1) Church. 

 

The book is about the Imagination - If God is about to change your life, He has to change the 

Picture inside you first. 

 

I loan the book in the morning and finished it in the afternoon.  

 

I started the book from Chapter one (1) again and finished it the next day.  

 

It was the first time I would read a book like that twice in thirty six (36) hours.  

 

Why? - Something was happening inside that I could not explain. My heart was literarily 

expanding. 

 

I read another book titled: "Dream Seeds" by Mike Murdock.  

 

You know what? - The book literarily chatted all the Limitations in my mind and kill many of the 

excuses that I had inside me for not trying to achieve better than I was achieving. 

 

There was a Chapter in that book titled: "The Grasshopper Complex".  
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And it was just drawn from an illustration in the Bible - Some People who are meant to have the 

best opportunities in their lives but then they were busy lamenting that the People they saw were 

Giants; that they were as Grasshoppers in their own sight and so we were in their sight. 

 

Mike Murdock called that "The Grasshopper Complex" - You see yourself smaller than you really 

are; you see yourself less than you really are. 

 

That is unfortunate!  

 

1. You are a Winner but you see yourself as a Struggler. 

 

2. You are Wealthy but you see yourself as a Poor Person. 

 

You know what that does? - It makes you to live below your Potentials. 

 

I saw a lot of books from Myles Munroe: "Understanding Your Potentials", "Releasing Your 

Potentials", Maximising Your Potentials". - Mind blowing I should say.  

 

I have read tons of books like that. 

 

Right their in your room, you can have a "Life Changing Seminar" or Conference or Convention 

all by yourself. 

 

You can hear some of the brightest mind around the world. 

 

And you know the interesting thing? - What you are trying to achieve now, some People achieved 

it ten (10) years ago, twenty (20) years ago and thirty (30) years ago. 

 

You can have thirty (30) years, forty (40) years and sometimes fifty (50) years, sixty (60) years 

experience Packed in just one (1) book. 
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How do you ever get Paid for that? 

 

Now, I have robbed minds with some of the best minds in the world and that opens my mind. 

 

You know the challenge we have is that when we come across New Knowledge; we were not open 

to received it. 

 

We are in love with our Opinion - We are so Opinionated. 

 

Our Minds are made up and nobody can change our Minds. 

 

You know what? -  If you are going to Put more Power in your Magnet, then your Mind has to be 

flexible" - Flexible enough to Grow, Expand, to Enlarge. 

 

So, I recommend strongly reading - It will change your life. Reading will change your Status from 

the inside! 

 

Sometimes insights will hit your Heart and hit your Mind. 

 

And someone said: When New Ideas stretches the Mind, it never go back to its former size". 

 

Now, when I started out, because I was changing on the inside but not on the outside; it didn't 

really seems like more Change was happening. 

 

What I tell you is that whatever happens to me while I was reading, whatever enlargement of Heart 

or Mind happened to me while I was reading, eventually it made impacts in my life. 

 

I have been attracting People - You know the interesting thing - I have been attracting some of the 

People whose books I read. 
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... Very interestingly that I have met life in Person. 

 

... Some of the People whose books I have read ten (10) years ago, fifteen (15) years ago, twenty 

(20) years ago.  

 

In those days I would buy books with money that I could used to buy clothes because Wisdom told 

me that if I bought the book I would get something from the books. 

 

That is exactly how it has worked for me! 

 

You need to read books! 

 

Buying books that can Change your life is an Investment that can Change your Destiny. 

 

2. The Second (2nd) thing you need to do is that you need to listen to Audio CD's - I mean Lectures, 

Messages on Audio CD's. 

 

When I'm driving my car, my car; it is a University.  

 

Even in my car I'm Growing. Even in my car I'm expanding my Heart and my Mind.  

 

*These days we can store this Lectures on our iPhones, iPods and so many of this Dadgets - And 

you can listen to them on motion.  

 

It is remarkable how People don't invest their time. 

 

The time that I spent in traffic is a time for Investment in my Thinking.  
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One of the greatest "Life Changing Thing" that you will ever do in your life is to "Change your 

Thinking". 

 

Some People look at some information Product and they say: Oh, this is too expensive? Is it worth 

it?  

 

I don't ask that kind of question. I asked myself: Am I worth it"? Is my destiny worth this?  

 

I see a book written by Billionaires or I see an Audio Message delivered by Billionaires and I need 

to Pay only few dollars. 

 

I don't want to ask: Does it worth it.  

 

The big Question is: Do I want to be able to think like this Person think? 

 

That is the Investment I want to make in my life.  

 

This Put more Power in my Magnet! 

 

Some of us are in traffic for one (1) hour everyday. Some of us going and coming back from work 

will spend two (2) hours daily - That is awesome time.  

 

Now, when I drive alone in my car, sometimes I smile all by myself and I'm smiling because I just 

got an insight. I just got some understanding, I just got a new idea.  

 

That is the Place where my life changes. 

 

3. Watch DVD's  

 

We human beings are Visual in Nature.  
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Watch videos they can be Life Changing - Absolutely Life Changing.  

 

I have watched some videos that Practically blew my mind.  

 

Talking about blowing your mind, I think sometimes we need to have our life blowing out so that 

our Minds can be reconstructed. 

 

Anyway, watch DVD's. 

 

4. Attend seminars  

 

I'm happy you are Watching or reading this broadcast on DMC label right now. 

 

The time you have spent watching or reading this is an Investment. 

 

Attend seminars and Conferences! 

 

I mean within the course of a day, few hours or two (2) days,you can have your life literally 

transformed. 

 

You know I speak at Conferences all over the world and it is such an awesome Privilege for me - 

When every time I stand to teach, I remembered those Years ago I was sitting down there and I 

was been taught. 

 

... But you see I didn't go for nothing, I experienced Transformation - That is why today People 

listen to me speak. 

 

You are listening to me today; People will listen to you tomorrow - Amen.  
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Because the things we are sharing now will change your life so much that other People will want 

to be like you. 
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PART 3 
 

You know this Principle of Magnetism is very Pervasive - It Practically affects all areas of our 

lives. 

 

For example: 

 

1. It affects our Finances. 

 

2. It affects our Family live. 

 

3. It affects our Relationships. 

 

4. It affects our Careers. 

 

5. It affects our Businesses. 

 

6. It affect our health. 

 

... This Principle of Magnetism affects: The lives of Individual, it affects Organizations, it affects 

even a whole Nation.  

 

So, it is important for you and I to explore how a Magnet works. 

 

In the first Place, you need to realise that whoever and whatever you have in your life right now, 

you attract them through the Principle of Magnetism.  

 

And I think it works the other way too.  
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Most of the things that you have not attracted - Some People that are not in your life right now; it 

is either you don't attract them or repel them. 

 

You are a "Living Magnet" and I am a "Lving Magnet".  

 

You may not have control over the family into which you are born but as you become an adult 

your relationship are a Product of your choices. 

 

So, ultimately you are the one who attracts and you are the one who repels. 

 

Let me ask a question: If a Magnet cannot attract any object, what do you do to make it Possible 

for the Magnet to attract the object? Do you fiddle with the object? 

 

If that is your Strategy; the only thing you can do to the object is to reduce the size and that is the 

approach many People have to life. 

 

When they cannot attract anything: 

 

1. They reduce the size of their Visions. 

 

2. They reduce their Dreams. 

 

3. They reduce their Goals. 

 

4. They reduce their Aspirations. 

 

... When they see that they cannot achieve something in business, they cannot achieve something 

in life - They reduce the size of their dreams. 
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Many People reduce the size of their Plans especially with respect to finances just because they 

try a little bit and they found out that they couldn't achieve a Particular Goal. 

 

But let us look at it this way - I would rather Put more Power in the Magnet. 

 

When you make the Magnet more Powerful; it will have the Capacity to attract today what it could 

not attract yesterday. 

 

That is exactly what we do in "Success Power" - We put more Power in your Magnet. 

 

The thing we share on "Success Power"; when you applies them to your life you will discovered 

that you have the Capacity over Weeks, over Months: 

 

1. To attract People. 

 

2. To attract Opportunities. 

 

3. To attract Resources that you have not been able to attract before.  

 

Please, stay with me because I want us to explore how to put more Power in your Magnet: 

 

To put more Power in your Magnet, let us look again at the Magnet. 

 

The Magnet has certain Properties in it that have the Capacity to attract.  

 

So, the question for me is: What are the Properties in you and in me that gives us the Capacity to 

attract? 

 

They are: 
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1. Your Thoughts. 

 

2. Your Feelings. 

 

This is very important: Your Thoughts makes you a Magnet and your Feelings also makes you a 

Magnet. 

 

... You will always attract to yourself the Material equivalent of your Most Dominant Thoughts. 

 

Your Thoughts and your Emotions combined create what we called a Magnetic Field around your 

life.  

 

Every Magnet have what we called a "Magnetic Field".  

 

When it throws out Energy - That Attractive Energy, that Power of Attraction; it goes only in a 

radius which we called "Magnetic Field". 

 

Around your life right now, there is a "Magnetic Field" - There are People, there are Projects, there 

are Circumstances, there are Opportunities within the range of your "Magnetic Field". 

 

Now, the big question is: Do you have the Power to Pull them in? 

 

Your Thoughts make  you a Magnet!  

 

Remember also that when a Magnet radiates Energy; it has the Capacity to Attract and also the 

Capacity to Repel.  

 

Your Thoughts and your Emotions determines to a large extent: 

 

1. Who and what you have the Capacity to Attract. 
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2. And who and what you have the Capacity to Repel. 

 

This is very important! 

 

I'm suggesting therefore that you can Change what you have the Capacity to Attract just by 

Changing your Thoughts. 

 

Your Thoughts are very very Powerful - When you Change your Thoughts, you dramatically 

Change your Capacity to Attract People and to Attract Resources. 

 

I know that sometimes this is sounding too Simplistic to People because Thoughts are not 

Tangible.  

 

... You can't hold them., you can't handle them and therefore some People don't Value them but 

they are very Powerful. 

 

One of the basic Law that we teach here on "Success Power" is what we called: "First Within and 

then Without". 

 

And this is the Point - "That every measures of Success and  every shifts that will happen in your 

life, has to happen inside you first, in your  heart and in your mind". 

 

Many worry about what they don't have! 

 

1. They worry about the connection they don't have. 

 

2. They worry about the opportunities they don't have. 

 

The Solution is very Simple - The Place to get them first is Inside before you get them on the 

Outside. 
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There is no Point in a Magnet worrying about what it does not have the Power to attract. 

 

What should the Magnet do? - Put more Power in itself and develop the Capacity. 

 

So, this is the big issue: 

 

1. Those Relationships that you wish you had but which you don't have - What can you do to 

develop the Capacity to have them? 

 

2. Those Opportunities that you wish you had - What can you do to develop the capacity to attract 

them?  

 

It is very simple! 

 

... Change your Thinking.  

 

It is remarkable how People allow in themselves the Thoughts of Poverty but they want to attract 

Prosperity or Wealth. 

 

When we walk that way; we are walking against the Law of Prosperity".  

 

1. You can't have in your mind the Thoughts of Sickness and ill Health and you want to attract 

Sound Health.  

 

2. You can't have in your Mind Difficulty and Impossibility dominating in your Mind.  

 

Now, just because you mention a Particular amount of money, your Mind goes into lockdown and 

then you tell yourself that it is not Possible - This is  going to be really really difficult.   
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Once those are the "Dominant Thoughts and Emotions" that you have, you can't attract what you 

want rather you are going to be able to repel that thing. 

 

I remembered one statement that has been credited to a former French minister. 

 

It says: Make Big Plans, don't make Small Plans - Big Plans attracts "Big People" but Small Plans 

attracts "Small People" and "Small People" causes "Big Problems". 

 

The key word there is the "ATTRACT"! 

 

In other words, once you find someone who thinks Big, it is just a matter of time, the Person will 

attract "Big People" and the Person will attract "Big Things". 

 

When you have someone who thinks Small, someone who thinks he or she is Inconsequential, 

someone who thinks he or she is Powerless, someone who thinks he or she is a Victim - You will 

just find out over time the Person will be exactly like that. 

 

Let me ask you a question: Have you ever been in a situation where you are thinking about 

someone and the next moment your Phone was ringing and it was the Person who was calling you? 

 

That is the "Law of Magnetism" working.  

 

The thing about Thoughts are very Powerful like the Ultraviolet Rays - They have the Capacity to 

break through Objects.  

 

It is like your Television or Radio - The Wavelength or the Frequency that comes in through them 

go through Wall.  

 

That is how the Thoughts on your Mind works. 
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In that instance; while you were Thinking about that Person, you were Radiating - Something was 

going out of you. 

 

... And that happened to me sometimes ago and I was wondering wao!.  

 

I was only Thinking: Let me send a text Message to this Person on blackberry and then within a 

few minutes I saw a Message from the Person.  

 

I didn't sent mine, I don't have the time to type. So, I just glanced over it - It works that way. 

 

Thoughts are very very Powerful! 

 

The Thoughts that are Most Dominant in your Heart and my Mind are sending out Radiations and 

sending out Energies on your behalf. 

 

... They determined what you Attract. They determined what you Repel. 

 

Watch out when you see Teenagers hanging around together - Listen to their words because it 

reflects the Thoughts of their Minds. 

 

Check out ten (10) to fifteen (15) Years later, except if something dramatically happens somewhere 

along the Way to change what someone has been Thinking or saying - Their lives end up exactly 

the way they have described it. 

 

So, remember that You and I are Magnet and a "Living Magnet" that has the Capacity to move 

round but the thing that give us the Magnetism is our Thinking. 

 

You Change your Thoughts, then you can dramatically Change what you have the Capacity to 

Attract. 

 

... Opportunities comes exactly like that also - What you are "Thinking About" is what you Attract. 
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 I know some People - Who even while they were Supervisors are reading books for CEO (Chief 

Executive Officer).  

 

What are they saying?  

 

... They are simply reading out where and what they want to be. 

 

I began to read books written by some of the best People in the world in my field and in my lines 

of Career.  

And it is interesting how the opportunities began to come for me.  

 

But the first (1st) thing that happened is that my Thinking Changed - I Upgraded my Thinking to 

their levels. 

 

I would buy books from some of the Most Powerful or Best Known Motivational Speakers around 

the world.  

 

I remembered the day I was reading through a Magazine and I saw a Picture of a Motivational 

Speaker in the United States and his wife.  

 

And you know, I love it and I was just starting out as a Motivational Speaker. 

 

And this Picture was them talking at their Seminar - The man was standing with his wife and 

behind them was the Picture of the crowd in a Colloquium.  

 

The Colloquium served fourteen thousand (14,000) People and it was Packed out. 

 

You know what I did? - I cut that Page off and stucked it on the Wall near my table in my bedroom 
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I was looking at it everyday.  

 

... Very interesting because I was seeing myself exactly like that. 

 

And then some years later, it was less than ten (10) Years later, I stood on the Stage in the Sports 

Hall of a Stadium that was Packed out and we have an Overflow outside. And there were more 

People in the Overflow than we had in the Hall itself. 

And I remembered that Picture on the Wall.  

 

... Your Thoughts make you a Magnet - You will ultimately attract the Material equivalent of your 

Most Dominant Thoughts. 

PART 4 
 

I want you to Pay attention to the People around you now - Pay attention to the 'Successful People' 

around the world right now. 

 

You will observe from the words that they speak, from their attitude, from the way they carry 

themselves - That there is a Particular way they see themselves. And you will observe that their 

circumstances work to make them see themselves inside their Outer Realities. 

 

... When you alter your Thinking, you alter your Life. 

 

In our last broadcast, we began to emphasize on how to change your thinking: 

 

1. We spoke about the need for you to read Books - Books can Change your Life. 

 

I mean: One thing is for you to get to School and another thing is for you to read your 'Academic 

Books'. 
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But I'm speaking about Books written by People who have Practised what you are trying to do. 

People who have achieved what you are trying to achieve. Practical Books that will help you with 

the Application of Principles for your Personal result. 

 

2. We talked about you listening to CD's. 

 

I have listened to hundreds of CD's Program - I mean hundreds of them and that is being Modest.  

 

... I actually think that they are thousands.  

 

And there are some of them that I have listened to, at least fifty (50) times because when I read 

from 'Successful People'; I saw that they don't listen to an Audio Program only once.  

 

In fact, they said: To get the best out of an Audio Program, you need to listen to it at least six (6) 

times. 

 

But there are some that so much affected me on the inside that I have to listened to it over and over 

and over.  

 

The reason I find it so easy to do the most from them is because I just leave the CD inside my car 

to Play continuously - I repeat it, listen to it over and over and over.  

 

I don't waste my travelling time - It is 'Transformation Time' for me. 

 

3. We spoke about watching Video Programs - Watching Powerful Lectures on Video. 

 

It's remarkable the transformation that can happen in your life. 

 

I also watched so many of them.  
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You know what: I really appreciate the opportunity to watch Television but I realised now with 

what I know that when you watch television and because we human are Visual in Nature, a lot of 

the time what you watch stay with you - It's programming you on the inside. 

 

Now, I exercise my Power of Choice - I watch what will Program me, what will put more Power 

in my Magnet so that I can attract what I want to attract. 

 

You know some People has never made the connection between what they watch and how they 

Think and the Circumstances of their Life. 

 

Some People don't like the Negative Circumstance of their life but they like the direct results of 

what they watch. 

 

I want to see what I want to see - I hope you got that?  

 

I want to see on the Inside what I want to see on the Outside.  

 

... I'm deliberate about what I see, deliberate about what I watch.  

 

Now, should I add a New Dimension to it?  

 

There is need to expose yourself to the  Environment that are different from what you have been 

used to. 

 

I mean I grow up in a Third (3rd) world country. And I know Naturally; you grow up for most 

People in an Environment of Lack, of Deprivation. 

 

If you will ever develop the Capacity to attract wealth, you need to expose your Mind to something 

else. You need to create a Shift in your Thinking - It is very very important. 
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In fact, let me tell you why it is important because you may wonder why am I talking so much 

about your Thinking - I want my Circumstances to Change.  

 

Isn't that important?  

 

It's very important - That is why I'm emphasizing it and describing the steps through which you 

can Change your Thinking because it is not easy to Change your Thinking. It is a fight. 

 

Some of the 'Greatest Battle' you will ever fight in a lifetime is: You will fight with your Mind. 

 

When you want to get rid of 'Poverty Thinking'; of 'Poverty Consciousness'; of a 'Self Image' that 

include Poverty and Lack - You will be surprised how difficult it is sometimes. 

 

That is why you need to take Practical Steps. 

 

How you think is an habit.  

 

But when you do something consistently for twenty one (21) to thirty (30) days, it becomes your 

New Habit.  

 

You need to break those Old Habits and you create New ones. And the way you do it is what I'm 

explaining right now. 

 

Go somewhere that you have not gone before.  

 

Let me describe one of those things that I did once - I drove to the other Part of town with my 

friend who was my colleague also at work.  

 

And we were walking on this street - You know, on the beautiful Part of our City.  
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And I was saying to my friend: This is the kind of a life that I want to live. This is what I see about 

my Future.  

 

And as we were walking down that quiet beautiful Part of our City; it was an Investment for me. 

 

I began to travel on Vacation with my family and I wanted to see other Parts of the world apart 

from where I live - It was not an expense, it was an Investment in my Thinking and in my Capacity 

to attract. 

 

I went to a Car Shop with my wife - I had almost nothing in my bank account, yet we walked 

through the Car Shop.  

 

There were 'Luxury Cars' that they had their even though at that time there were 'Fairly Used Cars' 

but they were 'Luxurious Cars' all the same and ways beyond my reach. 

 

And that day interestingly because I had understood this Principle already and was Practically 

working on them; I looked at all the cars and eventually settled on one -  A Honda Accord,   

 

I asked for the Price and I bargained on it. 

 

Listen, the best thing I wanted to get out of that exercise was to expand my Thinking and expand 

my Mind. 

 

As far as buying was concerned and for that day, it was completely absolutely beyond my reach.  

 

Let me give you an idea of what the car was worth - Let us say about Eight Thousand dollars 

($8,000) - I had in my Bank Account the equivalent of one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) - That 

was it! 

 

But I went in there. I didn't look like I had only one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) that I look 

like - I spoke like I had the money and I bargained for it.  
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It was when we got to a Point that the Car Dealer said you write your cheque. And he said you 

know what I like to help People like you.  

 

At that time we didn't have any Mortgage or any Loan for cars in the Country - So, you have to 

buy Cash Down.  

 

So, he said you put down half of the money and drive the car away and tell me how you will Pay 

the rest instalmentally.  

 

I said anyway, my chequebook is not here.  

 

He said send someone to get your chequebook.  

 

I now said: You know what; I actually don't have the money in my account but I will be back very 

soon. 

 

When I left that day, I was happy that I was courageous enough to go there.  

 

Most 'Poor People' will not even dare to go to such a Place because of their 'Low Self Esteem' - 

They think I don't know if they will disrespect me. They may ask what are you doing here. They 

may chase me away. 

 

It is not true - Money doesn't speak!  

 

Sometimes, Nobody knows who have the money and who does not have - Just expose your Mind 

and yourself to some New Realities.  

 

Your Mind needs to know a New Normal before your Life can experience a New Normal. 

 

You need to Shift your Thinking and put more Power in your Magnet. 
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Let me complete the story: Exactly two (2) Months that we went to the Car Shop; my wife and I 

went and we bought that car.  

 

... We attracted that sum! 

 

Sometimes, it is not even the Material Things that you attract but the Ideas - You attract Wisdom 

that you have never attracted before.  

 

So, I encourage you to Read, listen to CD's, watch Videos, take Actions - Sometimes, 'Practical 

Actions' and expose yourself to some New Realities. 

 

Now, one other thing is very, very critical to your ability to Change your Thinking - I call that 

thing Association.  

 

Who are the People who are closest to you? - To a large extent, they are influencing your Thinking. 

 

Listen, that is a Law!  

 

What I just said is not my suggestion, it is not my Idea - It is just one (1) of those Laws that I 

stumbled on while trying to find out how to Change my Thinking. 

 

The King Solomon in the Scriptures said: "He who walks with the Wise will become Wise. The 

companions of fools will be destroyed". 

 

Interestingly, you want to become Wise; walk with the Wise; associate with the Wise. 

 

You want to become Wealthy, hang out with the Rich People. 

 

You know what is going to happen to you? - They will stretch your Mind. They will mention 

figures with ease with their own Normal. They will mention figures that will put you under 

Pressure. 
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... That happen to me on my journey up. 

 

Things happen these days because I still hang around People who are doing well - They stretch my 

mind.  

 

What seems difficult to you, they will tell you is very easy. You will struggle with that for some 

time but you know what if you hang in there with them, after some time, what is Normal to them 

will become Normal to you.  

 

When it becomes Normal in your Mind, it becomes Normal in your Life. 

 

You know there is one exercise I ask you to carry out all the time - Write the names of People who 

are close to you like five (5), seven (7) or ten (10) - When you are done, just look at that list and 

you may as well literarily be looking at your Future. 

 

The Principle of Association guarantees that the 'Quality of your Life' may not be better than the 

'Quality of the lives of the People on that list'.  

 

Don't be sentimental about your Destiny - Be very sensitive. 

 

There is no Point being sentimental: 

 

I. There are relationship that SUBTRACT from you. 

 

II. There are relationship  that DISTRACT you. 

 

III. There are some other relationship that ADD to you. 

 

IV. Some even MULTIPLY your Capacity and Potential for Success. 
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Mentoring is a Powerful Tool for Changing your Thinking - When someone who has achieved 

Success already is advising you: Telling you what to do, that can change your life, change your 

status altogether. You will develop the Capacity to attract what that Person is attracting. 

 

You need 'Financial Mentors'; you need 'Mentors for your family'; you need 'Mentors for your 

Careers' - Find someone who has done well! 

 

You know sometimes, if you are in Club which is Part of Association - Some People join 

"Volunteer Association"; hang around very Wealthy People and they will never ask them how did 

you it? How did you make your first Million?  

 

Put 'More Power' in your Magnet and Change your Thinking! 

 

I know Poor People finds it easy to be closer to other Poor People. But you need to be very 

deliberate - One Good Association can Change your Status forever! 
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Reverend Sam ADEYEMI is the Senior Pastor,  Daystar Christian Centre. 

 

He is also the President of Success Power International, an NGO that among others things 

specializes in Organizing Financial, Leadership and Motivational Seminars and is President of 

Daystar Leadership Academy, a leadership School for Business Owners and Ministers of the 

Gospel. 

 

DISCOVERY MEDIA CREW, REACHING OUT TO THE WORLD THROUGH THE POWER 

OF THE GOSPEL! 

 

 

Yours Always, 

 

MOSES DURODOLA,   TITILAYOMI AJAYI AND AYODELE OLALEYE. 

DISCOVERY MEDIA CREW 
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ADVERT PAGE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPILATIONS OF DISCOVERY MEDIA CREW SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES 

 

To read other Messages on the Coverage of DMC MediaCrew so far this Year and beyond; kindly 

visit our Website:  https://discoverymediacrew.com  

 

Follow us on Twitter: @discoverymediac – https://twitter.com/discoverymediac  

 

Send a Friend Request on Facebook to DMC MediaCrew.  

 

Like our FB Page: Discovery Media - https://www.facebook.com/dicoverymediac 

 

Join us on WhatsApp: https://chat.whatsapp.com/E9Z2KuRj5AAFxNrvbC936l  

 

Join us on Telegram: https://t.me/joinchat/NzzPckuGazKYFxZZFkt9fg  

 

Follow Us on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/Discoverymediacrew  

 

Watch and Follow Us on YouTube: Discovery Media Crew 

 

For Enquiries, email Us on: info@discoverymediacrew.com  

 

We are poised to readily get closer and be easily accessible to you All. 

Thanks for 

reading 
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Feel free to follow Us on any of the Handles above and help us share same with all your contacts. 

 

It will surely get better and bigger each passing day! 

 

... Discovery Media Crew, Reaching Out to the World through the Power of The Gospel. 

 

 

SIGNED 

 

MOSES DURODOLA 

CONVENER, DISCOVERY MEDIA CREW 
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